Our Hope for Hard Times: Every Day Can Be a
Good Day When We Trust in the Promises of God
Dr. Michelle Bengtson experienced a deep longing for joy during
a five-month medically induced bed rest. No longer able to serve
her husband, children, or patients, Bengtson thought she was “joyimmune” and needed a reason to keep fighting. She began posting
a series of reasons why today was going to be a good day online and
quickly realized that she was surrounded by others who also needed
a reason to carry on.
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In her new book, Today Is Going to Be a Good Day: 90
Promises from God to Start Your Day Off Right (Revell, May
2022), bestselling and multi-award-winning author Dr. Michelle
Bengtson offers daily encouragement to her readers that is rooted
in the promises we’ve received from our heavenly Father. Each
entry in this 90-day devotional includes Scripture reading,
reflection, prayer, and a recommended worship song to help
readers experience the joy we have in Christ.
As we begin to face rising inflation, empty shelves at grocery stores,
a very real fear of war, and more—messages of hope and
encouragement are increasingly important. As a board-certified
clinical neuropsychologist, Dr. Bengtson writes with a unique
understanding of the challenging circumstances we face both
internally and externally. Dr. Bengtson desires to share the love of
Christ with her readers, knowing that His love for us has a strong
impact on our mental health.
“God has never broken a promise; we can count on his promises
coming true in our lives,” writes Bengtson. “Standing on any of his
promises gives us a reason why today—or any day—despite our
circumstances is a good day for a good day.”
For anyone who needs a reason to get up when circumstances are
holding them down, Today Is Going to Be a Good Day is a timely
reminder that God’s love is that reason. We can have a good day
when we believe and trust the promises of God and remember that
He isn’t finished yet.
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PREVIOUS PRAISE for books by Dr. Michelle
Bengtson
“As a woman who has fought anxiety most of her life, I've come to believe
if you're in a battle, it's not a reason for guilt or shame. It simply means you're
a warrior. I've also learned having the right weapons helps me win. Breaking
Anxiety's Grip will encourage and equip you to defeat fear and experience
more victory.”
Holley Gerth, bestselling author of What Your Heart Needs for the
Hard Days
“Life is hard. At times, worry and fear seem the only logical response. But
there is a peace that passes understanding available if we'll just reach out and
take it. In Breaking Anxiety's Grip, Dr. Michelle Bengtson offers expert advice
that's both practical and biblical, helping us navigate life's difficulties as we
tap into the promises of God.”
Joanna Weaver, author of Having a Mary Heart in a Martha World:
Finding Intimacy with God in the Busyness of Life
“I have never read a book that deals with the spiritual aspect of healing as
thoroughly as does Hope Prevails. I highly recommend this book for anyone
who has tasted the pain of depression or knows a friend who is depressed.”
Gary Chapman, PhD, author of The 5 Love Languages
“It is refreshing to have a board-certified neuropsychologist acknowledge
the spiritual component of depression, but it is even more impressive that
Dr. Bengtson would be willing to share her own journey through the fog of
despair. Her personal insights are invaluable for those who are struggling
with what is often described as ‘the common cold of mental illness.’”
Dr. Neil T. Anderson, founder and president emeritus of Freedom in
Christ Ministries and author of Overcoming Depression
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Thanks for joining us, Michelle. The idea for your new book Today Is Going to Be a Good Day
came out of a really hard time in your life. Will you talk to us about how this book concept
started?
Tell us more about the responses you received after you started sharing these “Today is
going to be a good day” messages on social media.
How were you able to remain so positive during one of the hardest periods of your life?
Often as Christians, we are told that if we just had a little bit more faith, our anxiety or
depression would go away, or that God must be punishing us if we’re experiencing mental
health issues. Why are these messages so dangerous in the Church?
Your focus throughout the book is on the promises we receive from Christ. One of the
promises that I love in this book is that “The battle is God’s.” Will you talk through what
this means when we are facing challenging and seemingly insurmountable circumstances?
In the introduction to your book, you mention that spending too much time alone with our
negative thoughts can cause a downward spiral. How does focusing on God do the
opposite?
What advice can you offer to our listeners who may struggle with what they’re thinking and
often experience the spiral that you talk about?
You talk about the importance of standing on God’s promises to positively impact our day.
Are there other practical things that people can do to contribute to having a good day?
Each entry in this devotional includes a prayer. How does prayer come into play with
starting the day off right?
What do you hope readers will experience as they journey through your book?
Do you have any resources available for listeners who would like more or those who are
experiencing anxiety and/or depression?
Where can our audience go to connect with you and purchase a copy of Today Is Going to Be a
Good Day?
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